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1. Background – Retail Apocalypse
● “Retail Apocalypse” refers to the increase in closing 
numbers and bankruptcies of physical store chains in 
the US such as Macy’s, Sears or Toys “R” Us (Biron, 
2019; Al-Muslim 2019; Thompson 2017)
● Major underlying reasons are accounted to:
• shift in consumer behaviour towards e-commerce 
(Berman 2019)
• growth of the e-commerce segment (Euromonitor, 2019)
• demographic and structural changes (mall anchor-effect, 
shrinking middle class, excessive retail space, LBOs) 
(Berman, 2019; Peterson, 2017; Richter 2017; Evans 
2011)
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1. Background – Retail Apocalypse?
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● Retail Apocalypse?
● However, there is also 
increase in store openings
● Study: 1:2 closing / opening 
ratio (Holman and Buzek, 
2018)
● Data shows a potential 
relation between closures 
and openings and retail 
format




1. Background – Motivation
Motivation
● Literature investigated opening and closure decisions regarding retail strategy and/or retail 
performance but neglected a potential relation to a retailer’s customer experience orientation so far.
● Customer Experience is developing to the most significant objective in retailing (Kranzbühler et al., 
2018; Brynjolfsson et al., 2013; Piotrowicz & Cuthbertson, 2014; Verhoef et al., 2015) and represents 
the leading management objective in the retail industry today (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016)
Research Objective







Srinivasan et al. (2013)
Chowdury & Sarkar (2017)
● Studies discussing consequences of the current transformation on physical stores are scarce but 
appear to be more frequent since 2018
● Most of the identified works relate the opening/closure effect on retail performance and/or retail 





3. Conceptual Framework – Constructs
Retail Strategy
● can be understood as a concept defining how to achieve retail business objectives (Berman et al., 
2018)
● MBV (Porter, 1998): Differentiation vs. cost-leadership strategy (Megicks, 2001; Megicks, 2007).
Customer Experience
● “a multidimensional construct focusing on a customer’s cognitive, emotional, behavioral, sensorial, and social 
responses to a firm’s offerings during the customer’s entire purchase journey.” (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016, p. 71).
● High orientation: retail format with high experiential / multisensory shopping (Babin et al., 1994; 
Blazquez 2014), e.g., through atmospherics (deliberate space design to achieve certain effects in 
shoppers (Kotler, 1972)
● Low orientation: “cognitive and non-emotional outcome of shopping” (Blázquez, 2014, p. 101; Batra & 
Ahtola, 1990; Hirschman & Holbrook, 1982)
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3. Conceptual Framework – Constructs
Retail Format
● combination of decision variables retailers use to implement their business strategy (Messinger et al., 
1997). For example, “discounter”, “hypermarket” or “apparel specialty” represent different retail formats 
with different configurational character (e.g., high/low pricing, small/large assortment variety etc.)
Profit Strategy and Retail Performance
● Retail performance can be indicated by opening and closure of stores, reflecting the fitness in their 
respective market (Pancras et al., 2012; Hanner et al., 2011).
● Performance can be leveraged not only by profitability but efficiency measures (Dehning and 
Stratopoulos, 2002).
● DuPont-model: allows a simultaneous analysis of efficiency and profitability (Dehning and Stratopoulos, 
2002).
● Two major drivers for profitability generation: leveraging through margin (Operating Margin) and/or 
leveraging through Asset Turnover. Both drivers can be linked to either Cost-Leadership or 
Differentiation Strategy (Little et al., 2013; Palepu and Healy, 2013) 13
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Retail Format Classification (Shi et al., 2018).
4. Initial Findings
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5. Conclusion & Future Research
Conclusion
● First exploration led to a conceptual basis worth to be used for further investigation of the role of 
customer experience in the context of retail opening / closure conduct.
● Initial insight into test-data shows a potential relation between opening / closure phenomenon 
and retailer’s customer experience orientation.
Limitations / Future Work
● Work represents an initial idea and is subject to be further developed
● Data from Thomson Reuters Eikon or from Deloitte’s Global Powers of Retailing Report 2019 
are company or group data and do not distinguish between subsidiaries / brands (e.g., Sephora 
of LVMH or Zara of Inditex not listed). This makes the differentiation of retail strategies within a 
whole company group difficult (for instance, Inditex makes use of high price-oriented retail 
brands such as Zara or Massimo Dutti as well as low price-oriented brands such as “Bershka”).
● Comprehensive quantitative study for testing the proposed framework.
● Case studies could enrich the foundations and provide insights into the deliberate retail strategy 
development of retailers related to their customer experience orientation. 19
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